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The aim of this paper is to create a multi-functional neuro-device and to study
the possibilities of long-term monitoring of several physiological parameters of an organism
controlled by brain activity with transmitting the data to the exoskeleton. To achieve this
goal, analytical review of modern scientific-and-technical, normative, technical, and
medical literature involving scientific and technical problems has been performed; the
research area has been chosen and justified, including the definition of optimal electrodes
and their affixing to the body of the patient, the definition of the best suitable power
source and its operation mode, the definition of the best suitable useful signal amplifiers,
and a system of filtering off external noises. A neuro-device mock-up has been made for
recognizing electrophysiological signals and transmitting them to the exoskeleton, also
the software has been written. Investigation tests of the neuro-device mock-up have been
performed, which showed the quality of electroencephalography, electromyography,
electrooculography, photoplethysmography, and thermometry signals. The developed
experimental model of the neuro-device will show all elaborated algorithms and hardware
solutions in action to prove the claimed characteristics, which will allow to developing
recommendations for using the neuro-device and a TDA  to creata prototype of the brain-
machine interface for controlling electromechanical devices.

Key words: bio-electric activity, electroencephalogram, electromyogram,
electrooculogram, patterns, neural interface, the wireless telemetry device,

motor activity, an Electromechanical device, the exoskeleton.

The currently created robotic systems are
primarily designed for replacing lost motor
functions, including those after injuries,

amputations, and cerebral accidents. The
components of portable exoskeletons are similar
to limbs, and perform kinematic tasks thereof. These
technological solutions are widely used in various
fields, as well as for increasing physical capacity,
studying the neuro-motor monitoring, and
rehabilitation purposes. The first prototype of the
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exoskeleton-man interface was the operator who
was dubbing man’s movement and operating the
machine. The second generation of interfaces for
exoskeletons used for medical purposes was made
as robotic devices with button control that
transmited user’s commands to the motor
mechanisms. The latest generation of exoskeleton
interfaces is based on picking an EEG signal. Today,
such interfaces are mainly used for medical
purposes for people with lower limbs paralysis or
walking weakness in patients after cerebral
accidents, multiocular sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis and other neurological diseases, being
not only a great alternative to wheelchairs, but
also making it possible to return a disabled to every-
day and social life. The brain-computer interface is
a convenient and direct method of sending
commands to the mechanical device.

Today, scientists have approached
resolving the unique challenge, i.e. connecting
external electro-mechanical actuators to the brain.
The idea is that the brain is directly connected to
external actuators using a special system (the
neurointerface) that records the activity of the nerve
cells in the motor cerebral cortex and decrypts man’s
intention to perform a particular movement. This
will make it possible for scientists to expand
understanding of the nervous system physiology,
for doctors - to expand the scope of their
manipulation, and for the disabled – to obtain
functional replacement of missing limbs, or to
compensate for the loss of their motor function.
With that, the recording electrodes may either be
implanted into the brain, or be fixed on the head, as
it is done in picking an electroencephalogram. The
systems of bilateral information exchange (input/
output), direct computer communication with the
brain are the ultimate goal of the research and clinical
use, and will be the key for application in the future.

Currently the following physical indicators
of human biological systems varying with time are
being actively studied, which can be used to control
machines or systems1: electromyography (EMG),
electrooculography (EOG), cardiac electrical activity
(ECG), but the electrical activity of the brain (EEG) is
of the greatest interest. It is assumed that registration
of brain potential that regulates functioning of the
whole organism followed by mathematical modeling
of the motor function will make it possible to meet
the medico-social needs.

The brain-machine interface (BMI) may
be defined as any system that is capable of tracking
brain activity and transforming man’s intention into
commands to external devices instead of sending
them to effectors of the skeletal muscles2,3. An article
recently published in the Lancet journal showed
high efficiency of using BMI in neuroprostheses
control systems for persons with pamplegia and
relatively preserved sensory, emotional and
cognitive abilities3. This work has been the
inspiration for many scientific groups in the world
for developing and improving BMIs recording
brain bio-electric potentials.
Recording brain bio-electric potentials

Invasive and noninvasive BMIs are used
for recording brain bio-electric potentials. There
are three types of invasive interfaces:
electrocorticography (ECoG), recording local field
potentials (LFP) and recording spikes4. The ECoG
signals are picked from the brain cortex, but the
electrodes are not embedded into the cortex, unlike
LFP and spikes recording.

In case of ECoG, the electrodes are placed
directly on the exposed surface of the cerebral
cortex to register its electrical activity. Compared
to the intracortical electrodes, ECoG has the
advantage of lower clinical risk and long-term
stability. Compared to EEG, better spatial resolution
is ensured, as well as bandwidth, and signal-to-
noise ratio and weaker attenuation at high
frequencies. Therefore, out of all possible methods
of picking the signal directly from the cortex, ECoG
is used more often, in particular to control
prostheses of paralyzed patients5, 6. An important
advantage of ECoG is distinguishing between
the movements of the fingers, since neural
mapping of the fingers is widely distributed across
the cortex7. The signals of the cerebral cortex
associated with the movements of the fingers and
grip may be used to control various movements of
the prosthesis. It is also possible to use the ECoG
signals that are not directly related the movements
of the hands, for example, tongue movements. Fifer
M. et al (2012) showed successful recognition of
complex movements in the ECoG signal of a patient,
and defined five directions of ECoG-based control
systems development [8]: improving the resolution
of electrode arrays, improving the decoding
algorithms, providing proprioceptive and tactile
feedback, developing fully implantable ECoG
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systems, and solving the ethical issues.
Intracortical neural signals received from

the cortex via the invasive electrodes may be used
for interaction with a hand prosthesis3,9. Hochberg
L. et al. (2012), in course of recording neural activity
in the excitable area of the cortex found that the
peak patterns of planned movement remained even
three years after spinal cord injury in patients with
pamplegia. More over  such patients remained
capable of using  the intracortical neural pulses to
perform the movements of reaching out to an object
and gripping in the three-dimensional space
without difficult training9. J. L. Collinger et al. (2013)
had implanted two arrays into the left part of
the patient’s excitable area of the cortex, and after
the training, the patient was able to use a robotic
limb for coordinated and precise movements of
reaching out to the subject and gripping3.

Electrical and the magnetic activity is non-
invasively measured at the surface of the head
using EEG, magnetoencephalography, and other
methods10. Unlike invasive methods, the non-
invasive BMIs are not prone to risks, but the signals
feature lower spatial resolution, and may be
susceptible to artifacts11, 12.

EEG is the most popular BMI, due to its
low cost, high availability, mobility and safety.
However, ensuring sustainable control of the
prosthesis remains a difficult task, and most
publications are devoted to discernment of limbs
movements. Scientists have proposed an EEG-
based approach for creating decoders, which can
reconstruct angles of fingers joints for a movement
like reaching out and gripping with the accuracy
of 76%13. A possibility has been shown of
discerning, with the use of EEG analysis, one of
the five performed or intended movements of the
wrist and the fingers with the accuracy of 65-71%14.
At the same time, contrary to the established
opinion about the necessity of using many EEG
channels for accurate diagnosis, Yang J. et al.
(2012), by discarding noise, picked 6 out of 32
channels, and introduced an updated classification
of EEG signals for an artificial neural network and
to control a robot. Classification accuracy in
performing certain motor tasks was achieved at
the level of 86% 11.

The most commonly used method of
recording EEG signals for study brain potentials for
both clinical and non-clinical purposes is the

international standardized 10/20 system. Digits 10
and 20 stand for the distance between the electrodes
in percent of skull circumference. The sampling
frequency for picking the EEG signal is typically set
below 200 Hz15. According to the studies of A.
Kaplan, two main approaches are used for EEG
signal segmentation: a) segmentation with a fixed
interval that divides the EEG signal into segments
of fixed length, b) adaptive segmentation, where
the EEG signal is separated into quasi-stationary
segments of varying length. The methods of
adaptive segmentation may, in their turn, be divided
into parametric, which make it possible to adequately
describe the fragmentary stationary structure of the
EEG signal, and non-parametric methods, where
numerous or stringent assumptions about the
properties of the EEG signal are not used, and
predefined information about the distribution of
random sequences is not required16.

Other technologies of analyzing brain
activity include magnetoencephalography (MEG)
that measures magnetic brain potentials, magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and near-infrared
spectroscopy (NIRS), which estimates blood
oxygenation in the cortex during an activity12.
Several studies were performed using these
technologies, which have shown the potential of
controlling a neuroprosthesis. For example, Sugata
H. et al. (2012) classified MEG signals for three
types of right upper limb movements (grip, pinch
and elbow flexion) with the average accuracy of 66
± 10%17. Quandt F. et al. (2012) in course of parallel
MEG and EEG established a higher accuracy of
decoding the MEG signal, as compared to EEG, in
the task of diagnosing the finger movements in
pressing a single button with different fingers18.
Lee J. H. et al. (2009) performed a pilot study of
assessing the ability to control a robotic hand using
only the mental processes of the person under test
with the help of BMI in course of a real-time
functional MRI19. They found that although MEG
and fMRI are able to obtain the patterns suitable
for controlling external devices, the used equipment
is bulky and non-mobile. In addition, MEG devices
are susceptible to magnetic noise from the body
and urban environment, when operated outside
magnetically isolated areas12, 20. Thus, MEG and
MRI are not suitable for controlling limbs
neuroprostheses and exoskeletons, unless there
is a breakthrough in technologies of registering
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signals along with miniaturization.
On the contrary, NIRS-based BMI allows

getting signals from moving objects21. NIR
spectroscopy may be used not only as a BMI, but
for identifying muscle activity as well. In case of
muscular contraction, the features of the
spectroscopy signal in the near infrared range show
variation in the amplitude caused by blood outflow
from the muscle22. However, there is no research
so far that would confirm that a single-mode NIR
spectroscopy may be used for discerning arm
movements.
Problems and lines of development

With the development of sensor
technology, many interfaces have been proposed
for controlling robotized prostheses, however,
stability of bio-signals is still far from perfect. Some
difficulties in creating a stable control system
should be mentioned. First, in the biosensor
technologies, the common problem is electrodes
misalignment, whereby intensity, quality and
repeatability of bio-signals depend on correct
electrodes positioning. In this regard, approaches
to electrode placement that would prevent
misalignment should be developed. Second, bio-
signals are highly susceptible to distortion by
various noises. Third, there is evident signal
distortion when the user performs a complex
movement, for example, moves fingers for gripping
while changing the position of the entire limb.
Solution of this problem requires cutting-edge
technologies that would make it possible to discern
the intended movements from the interference
movements. Fourth, invasive interfaces to the
peripheral nervous system and ECoG are
susceptible to degradation of signal quality in case
of long-term use, which results in the need for
further research to improve stability of the system
with neural interfaces of this type23.

Against the background of the difficulties
associated with ensuring reliable control using
single-mode sensors, fusion of signals from multiple
sources looks promising. Single-mode sensors are
susceptible to insufficient data volume and specific
noise contamination, and the fusion technology
offers a complementary approach. For example, EMG
signals are susceptible to influence as a result of
muscular fatigue, and NIR spectroscopy can
diagnose it, which provides the possibility to
integrate an EMG-based NIR spectroscopy system

sensor for detecting fatigue and compensating
restrictions of pure EMG. The line of development
of sensor data multi-mode merging is the integration
of the technology into hardware and software. As
there miniature sensors and embedded systems with
significant processing power are currently available,
such integration seems feasible.

Two approaches may be used for merging
data from multiple sensors. The first is called “two-
stage approach”, where the position of the limb is
detected by a single-mode accelerometer, and the
motion is discerned based on the data about its
position. When the second approach is used, the
length of data characteristics vectors is simply
increased by adding the characteristics of the
accelerometer signal, or other signal source.

Based on the foregoing, one can draw
the conclusion that BMI-based robot control
systems are becoming increasingly popular. From
all methods of recording bio-signals in such
systems, EMG, EEG and EOG are most commonly
used, being the ones that meet the most the
requirements of mobility, resistance to external
interference, ease of maintenance and possibility
to work in real time. Despite the significant progress
in this area, no systems exist yet that would fully
ensure intuitive and natural control. The main
problem is relatively low accuracy of recognition
for sufficiently complex systems with many degrees
of freedom. The most promising approach to solve
this problem is combining data from multiple bio-
signals sources in order to improve the efficiency
of classification. Such an approach, along with
competent selection of detected characteristics and
methods of classification will make it possible to
improve accuracy and reproducibility in real
conditions and, consequently, to improve
interaction between man and machine. Thanks to
the technological progress, such systems will soon
become simpler and more intuitive, and will not
require special training to be used; they will be
able to recognize intentions and emotions of a
person and adapt themselves to the dynamic
changes of the environment.

In this regard on the basis of the
neurobiology and medical physics laboratory of
the Chemistry and Biology Institute of BFU n.a. I.
Kant, research has been performed with the
purpose of creating a multifunctional neuro-device
and studying the possibilities of long-term
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monitoring of EEG, EMG, EOG, photoplethys-
mography (PPG), tissues saturation with oxygen
(SpO2), body temperature, and motor activity with
data transmission to exoskeleton devices.

In this regard, in course of implementation
of this project one should solve two main tasks.
(1) To develop a hardware solution for picking
relevant bio-signals and auxiliary PPG signals,
temperature and acceleration using EEG, EMG and
EOG, to provide sufficient amount of data for stable
operation of the discernment algorithms and for
predicting physical activity. Design of a device
that would combine picking several types of
electrical bio-signals will make it possible to
compensate for possible mutual interference from
various types of signals, and to optimally combine
picking methods in a single device. (2) To develop
the algorithms of working with several data sources
for improving the accuracy of discernment and
flexibility of device operation. Such algorithms
would make it possible to effectively manage
exoskeletons and other robots in the conditions
of natural ambient noise, as well as in cases when
the level of user’s bio-signals in some channels is
extremely small or missing due to physiological
features.

The main problem of the research is real-
time analyzing and predicting motor activity, based
on user’s bio-signals picked by the device, and
generating corresponding control commands for
the exoskeleton. Solution to this problem may be
divided into two components: hardware and
methodical. In other words, firstly it is important to
obtain the whole set of main bio-signals using
EMG, EEG, EOG, and other signals, and to develop
the software that would perform complex analysis
of incoming data and generate real-time control
commands for the exoskeleton.

This paper presents intermediate results
of the research aimed mainly at developing and
manufacturing a mock-up of the device for
discerning electrophysiological signals and for
testing.

METHODS

This research was performed Stagewise
In the first stage, world literature was

analyzed, patents were elaborated and market was
studied, and on the basis of the obtained data, the

most promising and optimal lines of development
have been identified. Moreover, components for
creating the layout of an intellectual neuro-device
have been selected, which have become a key
object of the research and creation of a neuro-
device that is capable to simultaneously discerning
various electrophysiological signals (EEG, EMG,
EOG with connecting photoplethysmogram
modules, SpO2 and temperature), for ensuring the
technology of full biological feedback, and for
transferring processed information to the
exoskeleton and the robot robotic in real-time.
In the second stage, the layout of the neuro-device
was made

In the third stage, the neuro-device was
tested. The EEG method was used to measure brain
electrical activity picked from the scalp. Using the
electromyography method, bio-electrical potentials
that occur in the skeletal muscles were measured.
Using the method of EOG, potentials were
measured during eyeball movement, wherein
electrodes were installed around the eyes. Using
the method of thermometry, temperature of the
person under the test was determined. Using the
method of physical exercise, motor activity was
studied by the changes in the Euler angles. Using
the method of photoplethysmography, heart rate
was determined. All obtained data were recorded
graphically and digitally. Figure 1 shows the
research methodology for each method.

In course of studies for assessing
characteristics of physiological signals, most
commonly encountered artifacts were determined:
artifacts from poorly fastened electrodes, electrical
interference caused by the motion of the person
under test, artifacts caused by muscle tension in
the body and wrinkling the forehead, muscle
potentials, skin potentials, winking, and pulse
waves.

Reference devices that have been well
established in medical and neurophysiological
market were used for the purpose of performing
objective efficiency analysis of the developed
device. Thus, the results of recording EEG, EMG
and EOG signals were compared to the results of
the KARDi3 device (Medical Computer Systems,
Russia) intended for recording and analyzing ECG,
EOG, EEG, respiration by chest excursion,
abdominal wall and nasal-oral air flow, galvanic
skin response from the object’s fingers and toes
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by means of an accelerometer or a sensor under
the chair, changes in the volume of arms and legs
muscles with the use of a sphygmogram and
rheogram. This device is positioned as a polygraph
detector, and is widely used for instrumental lie
detection. For the purpose of comparing accuracy
of body temperature measurement, the Fluke 17b
multimeter with a plug-in thermistor (Fluke
Corporation, USA) was used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In course of performing the work, the
optimum path and layout of the neuro-device were
selected, software was written, and the experiments
were performed. Let us present the steps of each
stage.
Selection and justification of the optimum way to
solve the problem of creating the neuro-device
Determination of optimum electrodes and
materials.

The mechanism of electrical conductivity
in a living organism is based on ions, which  carry
the charge. The electrodes serve as mediators
between the body and the analogue interface in
course of recording bio-electric potentials. There
are two types of electrodes: ideally polarizable and
non-ideally polarizable. In the former, charges do
not penetrate the interface of the electrode and the
electrolyte, therefore they act as capacitors, and
the electric current in them is determined by bias
currents. In the latter the electrons, on the contrary,
freely pass through the interface without changing
the charge distribution in the electrolyte solution
close to the electrode, so they behave as resistors.
If an electrode is moved relative to the electrolytic
solution, charge distribution in the solution near
the surface changes, which may, in turn, cause a
change in electrode voltage, and consequently
create a motion artifact during measurement [24].
For medical measurements, non-polarizable
electrodes are preferred to the polarizable ones.
Table 1 shows most optimal types of electrodes
for picking signals of heart, muscle and brain
activity.
Determining the best power source and its
operation mode

For many years, Nickel-Cadmium batteries
have been the only suitable variant for mobile
devices, but with the advent of lithium-based

rechargeable batteries, the situation has changed,
and today they may be found everywhere.

Despite the advantages, lithium batteries
have disadvantages: the device is fragile and
requires a robust case for safe operation. In
addition, there is temperature limit. Another problem
is degradation over time, which is usually
noticeable after a year of active use, while the total
lifetime of a battery does not exceed 2 to 3 years.

Power consumption is one of the most
important parameters in the development of any
autonomous device. Reducing it makes it possible
to increase autonomous work duration and reduce
the battery cost. The electrical circuit includes a
micro-controller that consumes current itself, and
a specific liner, current consumption may also be
substantial.

The most common modes are the Power
Down (PWD) mode, the power save (PS) mode,
and the idle mode. In the power saving mode, the
CPU is not working, except for the clock frequency
of the clock crystal. In the idle mode, a part of the
CPU is disabled, but the basic functions are still
being performed. The advantage of having several
modes is that operation flexibility is ensured for
disabling the functions that are not absolutely
necessary. For example, the AVR ATmega 165 micro-
controller with power supply voltage of 1.8 V,
operating at 1 MHz, consumes 350 µa in the active
mode, 150 µa in the idle mode, 0.65 µa in the power
save mode, and 0.1 µa in the Power Down mode.

Control of the entire system is performed
via micro-controllers, each with a unique set of
commands and register; therefore a program written
for one will not work for another one from another
manufacturer. Table 2 shows main manufacturers
and available micro-controllers’ models.

The data transfer module is also an
integral of the entire system. It is required for
communication between devices via a wireless
channel. It is typically implemented using channels
such as ZigBee, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. The
information of current consumption for each of
these types is shown in Table 3.
Defining the best amplifiers of useful signal and
the system of filtering external noise

Electric bio-electric potentials are low
amplitude and low frequency signals. In addition,
measuring of the currents is influenced by
biological and ambient interference; therefore, it is
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Table 2. Micro-controllers’ manufacturers and basic models available

Manufacturer Product

Atmel AT89 (Intel 8051), AT90, ATtiny, ATmega, ATxmega series(AVR),
AT91SAM (ARM), AVR32 (32-bit AVR), MARC4

Dallas Semiconductor 8051 family, MAXQ RISC
ELAN Microelectronic Corp. EM78PXXX GPIO, EM78PXXXN ADC
EPSON Semiconductor SIC6x (4 bit), SIC88 (8 bit), SIC17 (16-bit), SIC33 (32 bit)
Freescale Semiconductor 68HC05, 68HC08, 68HC11 (8 bit), 68HC12, 68HC16 (16 bit), 683XX,

MCF5xxx, M-core, MPC500, MPC860 (32 bit)
Holtek HT48FXX, HT48RXX, HT46RXX A/D
Intel MCS-48, MCS-51, 8xC251 (8 bits), MCS-96, Intel MCS-296
Microchip Technology PIC10, PIC12, PIC16, PIC18 (8 bit), PIC24, dsPIC (16 bit), PIC32MX
NXP Semiconductor 80C51 (8 bit), XA (16 bit), ARM7/LPC2000, ARM9/LPC3000, Cortex-

M0/LPC800,LPC1100, LPC1200 ARM Cortex-M3/LPC1300, LPC1700,
LPC1800 ARM Cortex-M4/LPC4300

National Semiconductor COP400, COP8, SC/MP, CR16
Texas Instruments TMS370 (8 bit) MSP430 (16 bit), TMS 320, ARM Cortex-R4/TMS570

(32 bit)
ST Microelectronics ST6, ST7, STM8, uPSD (8 bit), ST10 (16 bit), ST20, ARM7/STR7,

ARM9/STR9, ARM Cortex-M0/STM32 F0, ARM Cortex-M3/STM32 F1,
 F2, ARM Cortex-M4/STM32 F4

Zilog Zilog eZ8, Zilog eZ80, Zilog Z16
Maxim Integrated 8051, ARM922T, MAXQ20, MAXQ30, MIPS4kSD
NEC 78K, 75X, 17K, MPD78C14, V25, V850

Table 1. The choice of electrodes
for various bio-electric potentials

Bio-electric Used types of
potential electrodes

ECG Bowl-shaped, gel, sponge Ag/AgCl
Thin film

EEG Bowl-shaped Ag/AgCl
Bowl-shaped Au
Active electrodes

EOG Gel Ag/AgCl
EMG Plate-shaped Ag/AgCl

Needle-shaped

Table 3. Characteristics of wireless communication channels

Module                  Module characteristic

Current Transmission speed Distance

Low-power ZigBee 45 mA 1 Mbps 40 m
ZigBee 205 mA 1 Mbps 90 m
Wi-Fi 260 mA 65 Mbps 50 m
Bluetooth 215 mA 250 kbps 100 m

clear that even in the most modern systems for
measuring bio-electric potentials it is the analog
interface that should meet the most stringent
requirements. Its main task is amplifying and
filtering weak bio-electric signals. However, such
an amplifier should cope with various problems
arising in the process of extracting the bio-electric
signal, and its power consumption should be
optimized and ensure long autonomous operation.

Low-frequency signals with the amplitude
of about several microvolts in the frequency range
of interest are dominated by flicker noise.
Therefore, a low noise analog interface is required
for picking high-quality signal.
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Capacitive coupling with AC cables (50/
60 Hz) generates an inphase signal at the input of
the entire system, which requires ultra-high
damping coefficient of the inphase signal. It is
necessary to consider the electrode bias voltage
generated at the point of contact with the skin. For
this purpose, a high-pass filter should be used.
There should be an option of configuring the
analog interface for working with signals in various
frequency ranges and having various amplitudes.
The balance between signal quality and power
consumption is essential

The most important component in the
scheme of the analog interface is the first stage of

the measuring amplifier (MA). It determines signal
quality, noise level, common-mode rejection ratio
(CMRR), and filters out the bias voltage generated
by the electrodes. That is why design and
optimization of this component should be paid
special attention to, since each bio-electric
potential has several distinct characteristics, which
fact results in differences in the design of each
amplifier. These differences are shown in Table 4.
In measuring bio-electric potentials, common-
mode interference makes a significant
contribution to signal distortion

In modeling, body capacity relative to
earthing (Cbody) is usually is 300 pF, and the body

Table 4. Electrical characteristics of various human bio-electric potentials

Bio-electric potential Distinctive features Amplifier design Additional opportunities
features for improvement

ECG A signal about 1 mV Weak gain ratio, noise, Electrical safety,
bandwidth, input impedance insulation

EEG Very weak signal High gain ratio, low Safety, insulation,
(microvolts) noise, filtering reduction of the skin to

electrode resistance
EMG Wide frequencies range Amplification and filtering Data post-processing
EOG Low frequencies, weak Contact potential

signal difference between
electrode and skin,
reduction of artifacts

Fig. 1. Methodology of testing: 1) motor activity; 2) EEG; 3) EOG; 4) PPG and SpO2; 5) EMG, 6) thermometry
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capacity relative to power cables (Cpow) is equal
to 3 pF. These capacities are the cause of the
interference current with twice the amplitude of 0.5
µa flowing through the body from the source (220
V, 50 Hz) to earth. Very often the difference between
Cpow and Cbody is so great that the interference
current exceeds 0.5 mA ten times. If an amplifier is
connected to the body, a part of this current will
go to earth via resistor (Zr1) that corresponds to
full impedance at the point of electrode and skin
contact. As a consequence, the average difference
of potentials between the body and the signal
earthing of the amplifier will be non-zero, i.e. it will
have common-mode voltage.

Due to the presence of interference
currents, the amplifier should have very high
CMRR (90 dB). The voltage divider effect is the
main reason why it is important to reduce the
common mode voltage component as much as
possible.
The amplifier input should have sufficiently high
impedance and should be well correlated with
the signal source

Capacitive relation between connecting
wires and power cables is also a source of
interference in bio-electric potentials measurement.
Since the currents induced in the wires and in full
electrodes resistors, as a rule, vary greatly,
sufficiently large differential voltage occurs
between the inputs of the amplifier.

The magnetic field generated by
alternating current in power lines passes the closed
loop formed by the body, the wires and the amplifier.
It generates the electromotive force (EMF) in the
circuit, to generate in turn AC voltage at the input
of the circuit. Such interference is easily discerned
from other types of interference, since it depends
on the area and orientation of the closed circuit.
Theoretically, one can get rid of them simply by
plaiting wires and thus reducing the area of the
circuit. However, this method is not always
practically feasible. For example, in case of standard
electrodes layout for measuring ECG, two
electrodes are placed near the soles, which
inevitably results in increasing the distance
between the wires. Shielding the patient with
materials featuring high magnetic permeability is
also usually impossible. In this case there are two
options: either to place the patient away from all
magnetic field sources, or to use portable systems

for processing of bio-electrical signals located
closer to the electrodes.

Thus, the signal is amplified by an
instrumentation amplifier, and various filters are
used for picking the signal.
Manufacturing the neuro-device mock-up

In light of the foregoing, one can draw
the conclusion that EEG is performed by using the
bowl-shaped electrodes made of Ag/AgCl or gold,
placed on the capillary part of head with a cap or
other attachment to ensure tight contact with the
skin for minimizing the motion artifacts. For
removing EMG, it is desirable to use a bowl-shaped
or plate-shaped Ag/AgCl electrodes fixed to the
target muscle using a cuff, the use of gold
electrodes is impractical due to their high prices.
EOG is performed with the use of Ag/AgCl
electrodes with bowl-shaped or plate-shaped
electrodes fixed around eyes.

It is preferable to use an instrumental
amplifier with feedback current based on a single
chip with a system of interference filtration.

Autonomous power supply should be
from a lithium battery. An intelligent power control
system should be available for switching to
standby mode with reduced functionality and
power consumption.

The best choice for wireless data
transmission is Bluetooth, as it has the optimum
transfer rate/current consumption ratio.

For that reason, in manufacturing a
neuro-device mock-up for simultaneous
discernment of various electrophysiological
signals and transferring them to the exoskeleton
and robot, the following was used: a voltage
converter with charge pump without stabilization
with output current up to 60 mA; a voltage regulator
with low dropout voltage and output current of
250 mA; a low-noise 8-channel 24-bit analog
interface; an 8-bit micro-controller with 16/32/64
KB in-system programmable flash memory; ultra-
low noise linear voltage regulator with the output
current of 250 mA for analog and RF circuits that
do not require blocking capacitors; positive voltage
stabilizers designed for currents up to 800 mA with
low dropout voltage; 8-bit main transceiver with
adjustable output voltage and a three-state output;
4-channel device for protection against ESD with
ultra-low leakage current, linear low noise
stabilizers of negative voltage with low voltage
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dropout, high rejection ratio of ripple voltage and
output current of 200 mA; a field p-channel
transistor; a ceramic resonator; a position sensor
with nine degrees of freedom (three gyroscopes,
three accelerometers, three magnetometers);
Bluetooth; a micro-SD slot; film and ceramic
capacitors; high-precision low-power digital
temperature sensor with two-wire serial interface
in the housing; and a module with proximity /
ambient light sensors.

Based on these data, EEG was performed
with bowl-shaped electrodes made of silver (Ag/
AgCl) and affixed with a cap; for picking EMG and
EOG – plate-shaped Ag/AgCl electrodes, while for
picking EOG – gel Ag/AgCl electrodes.
The results of experimental work

This work includes the following studies
of a mock-up of the developed device for
discerning complex electro-physiological signals
and transferring them to the exoskeleton (neuro-
device) with plug-in photoplethysmogram and
temperature modules.

The developed neuro-device has been
tested. For that purpose, physical activity has been
studied first. Then the neuro-device mock-up was
comparatively assessed, and the results were
recorded with the KARDi3 device in course of the
following electro-physiological studies: EEG (100
tests), EMG (femoral muscle, 100 tests), EOG (100
tests). The heart rate was assessed via
photoplethysmographic tests with the use of the
neuro-device mock-up and via ECG module of the
KARDi3 device (100 tests). At the end of the first
phase of tests a study for determining the
temperature was performed with the use of the
neuro-device mock-up and the Fluke 17b device
(136 tests).

All tests were made on two healthy men
(22 and 23 years old, 175 cm and 177 cm tall, with
the weight of 70 kg and 75 kg).

In-house software was developed for
recording EEG, EMG and EOG data from the neuro-
device, and the “Neocortex” application was used
for recording the data from the KARDi3 device.
The same Neocortex application was used for
studying the data from the KARDi3 in studying
heart rate, and the HEART RATE MONITOR
DEMO was used for the neuro-device mock-up.
The results of the mock-up tests for motor activity

Motor activity was studied by performing

the exercise of head tilting and turning left, right,
forward, backward, with the neuro-device mock-
up affixed to it. To do so, an application was written
for real-time visualization of Euler angles.

In course of studying motor activity in
performing a series of exercises of head tilting and
turning left, right, forward, backward, the results
were obtained that indicate high accuracy and
precision of the data obtained using the motion of
the neuro-device mock-up. The chart shows
changes in the Euler angles (X-axis – time, Y axis –
angle): 1) Pitch – movement along the transverse
axis (green); 2) Roll - movement along
the longitudinal axis (blue); and 3) Yaw - movement
along the vertical axis (red).

Some measurements featured gyro float
associated with changes in the magnetic field from
the battery. This is due to the relatively soft
mounting of the battery to the mock-up, after the
battery was rigidly fixed to the neuro-device, this
aspect was eliminated. In case of insufficient
fixation of the neuro-device mock-up on the body
of the patient, simultaneous change of more than
two angles was sometimes observed in course of
performing the same exercise. This influence was
eliminated by more rigid fixation of the neuro-device
experimental sample. A simultaneous change of two
angles was also observed in performing the same
exercise caused by an error due to the multi-layered
nature of electronics. The components of
the gyroscope are placed on the movement module,
the movement module is located on the neuro-
device, and the neuro-device is mounted on the
head of the person under test. In addition, it has
been found that smooth movement of the neck
substantially contributes to the results. In
manufacturing the experimental sample of
the neuro-device this fact has been taken into
account, and the hardware and software auto-
calibration of the position relative to the patient
will be used. In the experimental sample, the basic
parameters of physical activity will be linear
acceleration of the accelerometer, angular
acceleration of the gyroscope, and the magnetic
field vector of the magnetometer.
The results of the mock-up tests using EEG

The main parameter recorded in this
experiment was alpha rhythm. This is due to the
fact that during the wakefulness phase, the alpha
rhythm of a healthy adult is the most stable
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electrophysiological signal. The signal was
recorded with the use of a circuit with two bipolar
lead electrodes. The electrodes were affixed to the
back of the head, and the reference electrodes were
fixed on ear lobes. Wires from the electrodes were
braided and combined into a harness to reduce
artifacts. The person under test was constantly in
the “reclined” position for the maximum relaxation
of head and neck muscles and avoiding EMG
artifacts. The electrodes on the body were static,
and did not change their position in the process of
switching from KARDi3 to the neuro-device mock-
up.

The same modes were used for the neuro-
device mock-up and the KARDi3 device: 30 Hz
low frequency filter, 0.5 Hz high frequency filter, 50
Hz rejector filter, X-axis scan 30 mm/s, and the Y-
axis scan 50 ìV/mm.

The EEG data obtained with the use of
the neuro-device mock-up showed artifacts similar
to those in the EEG data obtained from the KARDi3
device, and the number of muscle and heart
artifacts was comparable.
The results of the mock-up tests using EOG

The EOG signal was recorded with the
use of a circuit with two bipolar lead electrodes.
The electrodes were affixed to the temples, close
to the right eye and on the forehead. First,
measurement was performed with KARDi3, then
with the neuro-device mock-up. The person under
test was in the sitting position in front of a board
with graphic symbols. The electrodes on the body
were static, and did not change their position in
the process of switching from KARDi3 to the
neuro-device mock-up. The EOG signal was
received during eye movement in performing the
following visual exercises: center (yellow dot) - up
(red circle) - center (yellow dot) - down (blue circle)
– center (yellow dot) - left (red cross) – center
(yellow dot) - right (blue cross) – center (yellow
dot).

The same modes were used for the neuro-
device mock-up and the KARDi3 device: 40 Hz
low frequency filter, 1 Hz high frequency filter, 50
Hz rejector filter, X-axis scan 15 mm/s, the Y-axis
scan 50 ìV/mm.

The EOG data obtained with the use of
the neuro-device mock-up showed at lease
comparable informativeness, compared to those
in the EOG data obtained from the KARDi3 device,

and the number of artifacts was lower in the data
obtained with the developed neuro-device mock-
up This fact testifies to the reliability of obtained
results, accuracy of the data and high quality of
the neuro-device mock-up. The most common
artifact was blinking that was manifested as sharp
increase in the EOG signal amplitude, artifacts of
facial muscles that occurred when the person under
test was tired, were also registered.

In further stages of work, the motion
artifacts of the EEG and EOG signals will be
eliminated in the experimental sample with
additional reject filter and software, and by
improving the tooling for fixing the electrodes.
The results of the mock-up tests using EMG

The EMG signal was obtained in case of
reducing femoral muscles by moving the right foot
forward, imitating a step. Here the left foot remained
motionless, and the right foot with the electrodes
did not support the body. The subject was in the
standing position, the left leg and the right arm
were supports for the body, and the right leg with
electrodes was relaxed. The distance between the
electrodes was 5 cm. The signal was recorded with
the use of a circuit with one bipolar lead electrode.
The electrodes were affixed to the femoral muscle
by means of adhesive rings. Wires from the
electrodes were braided and combined into a
harness to reduce artifacts.

The same modes were used for the neuro-
device mock-up and the KARDi3 device: 100 Hz
low frequency filter, 1 Hz high frequency filter, 50
Hz rejector filter, X-axis scan 120 mm/s, the Y-axis
scan 10 ìV/mm.

During the experiment it was found that
the EMG data obtained with the neuro-device
mock-up have the same artifacts as the EMG data
obtained with the KARDi3 device. This fact testifies
to the reliability of the obtained results, accuracy
of the data, and high quality of the neuro-device
mock-up. No artifacts were found in performing
this exercise.
The results of testing the mock-up for detecting
temperature, pulse and tissues saturation with
oxygen

When pulse signal was picked, the subject
was in the sitting position. To record the ECG
signal, KARDi3 electrodes were affixed to the wrists
by means of adhesive rings according to the
scheme of placing a single bipolar lead electrode.
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Next, a finger of the subject was applied to the
photoplethysmogram module of the neuro-device
mock-up, and a signal determined by pulsation was
picked at the output. Heart rate measurement with
the neuro-device was supplemented by pulse
oximetry (SpO2). The same modes were used for
the KARDi3 device: 0.1 Hz low frequency filter, 50
Hz high frequency filter, 50 Hz rejector filter, X-axis
scan 60 mm/s, and the Y-axis scan 20 ìV/mm.

For thermometry, the temperature sensor
was placed on the forehead of the subject by means
of an adhesive ring. The temperature data was
transmitted every second to the personal computer
via Bluetooth.

The obtained results of the research for
determining temperature indicate that the neuro-
device mock-up temperature sensor features high
stability and accuracy of measurement. The results
of measurement were comparable with those of
the reference instrument Fluke 17b.

The detected pulse signal was also
obtained in two ways: by obtaining an
electrocardiogram by means of KARDi3 and the
photoplethysmogram module of the neuro-device
mock-up. The data of R-R interval ECG assessment
obtained with the use of the KARDi3 device was
characterized by the same heart rate values as
those measured by the photoplethysmography
module of the developed neuro-device. The
average (median) heart rate was 78 and 77 beats/
min at KARDi3 and the neuro-device, respectively,
in the first subject, and 72 and 71 beats/min,
respectively, in the second subject. No artifacts
affecting the result were detected.

It should be noted that the developed
module for the assessing the cardiovascular system
has an advantage, since it includes assessment of
blood saturation with oxygen, which can also
provide valuable information for controlling the
exoskeleton.

CONCLUSION

It is obvious that it is promising to create
a high-precision multi-function neuro-device that
would make it possible to continuously compile
physiological signals and transmit information to
an external device (exoskeleton), which would
provide the millions of the disabled with the
possibility to restore active social and home life.

The presented latest world’s achievements
bespeak of the possibility of soon advent of a
neuro-device for medical and social purposes in
the market. Today, scientists from all continents
are working on this issue. Given the urgency of
this problem and high disability rate, such applied
research and experimental development are
performed in Russia as well. This publication
presents the intermediate work results.

The data obtained in the course of this
work allowed us to draw the conclusion about high
quality of the developed neuro-device mock-up
that consists of a portable wireless telemetry device
for recording the electrophysiological parameters
such as EEG, EMG, and electrooculograms, and
the biometric parameters such as physical activity,
surface temperature, and photoplethysmograms.
The key novelty of this topic is simultaneous
juxtaposition of several methods of picking
electrophysiological parameters. For this purpose,
specialized software has been developed and
created, which is capable of transforming
electrophysiological signals into hardware
commands that are sent to the exoskeleton.

In the course of further work, the maximum
possible leveling of artifacts, improvement of methods
of signal filtering, software improvement and the
miniaturization of the device are planned. Experiments
will be performed simultaneously for hybridization
several of physiological signals, which will
significantly increase the accuracy of classification.
Due to higher classification accuracy and flexibility
of merging, a hybrid system will feature potentially
greater reliability and performance.

It is expected that development of this
approach with hybridization of many physiological
signals will increase the accuracy of the commands
sent to the robotic mechanical device, which will
certainly create competitive advantages and open
new opportunities for rehabilitation of people with
motor dysfunctions.
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